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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Hot dog, roller 145 Ambient, pizza hot hold cabinet 163

Pizza, hot hold cabinet 135, 144 Ambient, sandwich refrigerator 33

Ambient, cream dispenser 38 Ambient, Nacho cheese dispenser 140

Ambient, Dip N Dots freezer 0 Ambient, Ice cream novelties freezer 0

Ambient, bottom of pizza prep table 36 Sausage, pepperoni, top of pizza prep cooler 35, 36

4-101.19

4-601.11C

4-501.11A

3-304.12C

CUSTOMER SELF-SERVICE AREA
The cabinet finish on top of which the customer self-service True sandwich refrigerator sat was

deteriorating, exposing raw pressboard. A Landshire sign with a sticky back was adhered over a
portion of the cabinet on the front. This sign was peeling loose. Nonfood contact surfaces that
are exposed to food soiling or that require frequent cleaning shall be constructed of a
corrosion-resistant, nonabsorbent, and smooth material. Please repair or replace this counter to
be smooth and nonabsorbent. NOTE: the non-adhered, exposed sticky side of the Landshire
sign holds debris.

Debris observed on the shelves of the customer sandwich refrigerator. Nonfood contact
surfaces shall be cleaned at a frequency to prevent debris accumulation. Please clean.

Clear liquid was pooled in the bottom of the customer sandwich cooler. Equipment shall be
maintained in good repair. Please determine source of liquid and repair or replace.

The in-use spatula for customers to use to obtain pizza slices was stored on top of the to-go
pizza boxes. In-use utensils may be stored on a clean portion of the table or clean container if the
table or container and in-use utensil are washed, rinsed, and sanitized every four hours, or more
often if soiled. Please store spatula to protect it from contamination and wash, rinse, and sanitize
at a frequency to prevent growth of microbials.
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2/6/15

2/11/15

2/6/15
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4-601.11A
CUSTOMER SELF-SERVICE AREA

The inside of the Galaxy microwave had an accumulation of food debris, and the finish was
deteriorating, allowing rusted areas. Food contact surfaces shall be washed, rinsed, sanitized a
minimum of every four hours while in continual use. Food contact surfaces shall be smooth and
free of pits, chips, and similar imperfections. Please replace microwave and wash, rinse, and
sanitize at least every four hours.

2/8/15

4-903.11A

6-501.12A

6-202.11A

4-903.12A
(5)

4-601.11C

4-904.111
B

 CUSTOMER SELF-SERVICE AREA
Lids were stored on the floor in the cabinet below the lid storage shelf. Single-use items shall

be stored a minimum of six inches off the floor. Please store lids off floor.
An accumulation of debris was observed on the floor in the cabinet holding single-use lids.

Physical facilities shall be cleaned as often as needed to keep clean. Please clean.
The light bulb in the pizza hot hold cabinet did not appear to be shielded. Light bulbs shall be

shielded or shatter-resistant in areas where there is exposed food. Please shield are install a
shatter-resistant bulb in this unit.

Single-use cups were stored beneath the drain line in the cabinet below the sink next to the
Coca Cola soda dispenser. Single-use items shall not be stored under sewer lines that are not
shielded to intercept potential drips. Please shield drain line or remove cups.

Accumulation of debris and calcium accumulation observed in the Classic brand crock (biscuits
and gravy warmer). Please clean and remove calcium build-up as often as needed to prevent
accumulation.

Single-use forks stored on top of the Galaxy microwave were presented handles-down to the
customer. Single-use articles shall be displayed and dispensed so that contamination of food and
lip-contact surfaces is prevented. Please display and dispense the forks in a manner that protects
them from contamination by consumers.
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2/6/11
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2/11/15
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6-501.11

3-303.12A

6-202.15A

6-501.11

6-501.18

4-601.11C

 RETAIL AREA, BATHROOMS, MOP ROOM
Several ceiling tiles were stained in the retail area. Please ensure there are not leaks, then

either paint or replace ceiling tiles.
Cans of beer were stored in a display cooler in ice. Ice was standing on top of the upright

cans. Please store tops of cans above ice.
Daylight was observed between the front entry doors. Doors shall be tight-fitting to prevent

pest entry. Please seal doors.
Ceiling tile in the women's bathroom was stained and damaged. Please ensure there are no

leaks, then replace tile.
An accumulation of debris was observed in the mop sink. Please clean as often as needed to

keep clean.

KITCHEN AREA
Accumulation of food debris observed on the back ledge in the bottom of the pizza prep cooler.

Nonfood contact surfaces shall be cleaned at a frequency to prevent debris accumulation. Please
clean.
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4-601.11A

5-203.11
5-205.11A

4-702.11

4-202.11A

7-102.11

 KITCHEN AND WAREWASH AREA
Mold growth observed on the deflector of the ice maker, and black debris on the inside of the

door. Food contact surfaces shall be clean to sight and touch. Please remove ice, wash, rinse,
sanitize, and air dry before returning to use.

The handwashing sink in the kitchen was not equipped and was blocked with a box, rendering it
not usable. This sink is necessary for use by employees who prepare and cook food, dispense
ice, and clean equipment at the 3-vat sink. Please supply this sink with hot (100F minimum) and
cold running water, paper towels in the dispenser, soap, and trash receptacle. Please keep area
clear for easy access by employees. NOTE: this violation is noted on previous inspections.

The sanitizing vat of the 3-vat sink was filled with food containers. The water to the faucet that
filled this vat was turned off. Food contact equipment and utensils shall be washed, rinsed, and
sanitized before use. Please restore water to this vat and keep it accessible for cleaning
equipment and utensils.

Two plastic prep table inserts, stored above the 3-vat sink, were observed with crazing and
cracks. Food contact surfaces shall be smooth and free of imperfections. Please dispose.

A spray bottle of clear liquid was stored on the table in the ware-wash area. The bottle was
labeled with the commercial "Windex" label. According to Mr. Sekhon, this bottle contained water
used to clean the gas pumps. Please label bottle with the contents and its use to prevent
 its use on the pizzas. CORRECTED ON SITE by dumping water and labeling the bottle.

2/7/15

2/11/15

2/11/15

2/5/15

COS

4-204.112
A

4-601.11B

6-501.12A

4-501.11B

3-304.14B

4-901.11A

KITCHEN AREA
A thermometer was not found in the bottom of the pizza prep cooler. Please install a

thermometer that reads from 0 to 220F in a convenient-to-read location in the warmest part of the
cooler.

An accumulation of grease and food debris observed on the sprockets, wires, and rollers of the
pizza oven. The food-contact surfaces of cooking euqipment shall be kept free of encrusted
grease deposits and other soil accumulations. Please clean as often as needed to keep clean.

Grease splatters and dust accumulation observed on the wall and metal beneath the hood and
on the hood. Please clean as often as needed to keep clean.

The seal on the lid to the ice maker was missing. Please clean old adhesive and replace seal
to keep equipment in good repair.

Wet wiping cloths were stored on the counter by the 3-vat sink and by the handwashing sink.
Wet wiping cloths shall be stored in sanitizer between uses. Please prepare containers of
sanitizer in which to store cloths between uses.

Cloth towels were used on the drainboard of the 3-vat sink for draining equipment. Cloths hold
moisture where microbes can multiply. Please allow air drying of equipment and utensils to drain
on a surface that is nonabsorbent.
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Ambient, walk-in cooler 40 Ambient, walk-in freezer 12

Ambient, walk-in beer cooler 40

3-501.17A
WALK-IN COOLERS AND FREEZERS

A container of sausage gravy was stored in the walk-in cooler without a date of disposition.
Please label foods that are prepared on site and held for more than 24 hours with the date of
disposition. This is the day of preparation plus an additional six days (seven days total). NOTE:
this violation was noted on previous inspections.

2/5/15

4-903.11A

6-501.12A

6-501.12A

6-202.11A

6-303.11A

3-305.11A

KITCHEN AREA
The bags in which ice was to be packaged in was stored hanging on the side of the ice bagger.

The bottom of the bags were on the floor. Please store so bags are at least six inches off floor.

WALK-IN COOLERS AND FREEZERS:
Spilled liquid and other debris were observed beneath the shelves in the walk-in cooler.

Physical facilities shall be cleaned as often as needed to keep clean. Please clean.
Food debris observed beneath the shelves in the walk-in freezer. Please clean as often as

needed to keep clean.
The fluorescent bulbs in the walk-in freezer were not shielded. Please shield or install

shatter-resistant bulbs.
The ceiling light in the walk-in freezer was not working. Please replace bulb or repair to allow

sufficient lighting for cleaning.

STORAGE AREA
A bag of sugar was stored on the floor in the storage area hall. Food shall be stored at least

six inches off the floor. Please move bag to shelf or pallet.

2/5/15

2/11/15

2/11/15
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NOTE

4-202.11A

4-101.11A

STORAGE AREA
Two containers of Spectracide insecticide were stored in the furnace room. This insecticide is

not approved for use in a food establishment. Please remove from premises and use only
chemicals approved for use in food establishments, and use according to manufacturer's
directions. NOTE: According to manager, this is retail storage.

DRIVE-UP WINDOW/SERVICE AREA
One ice bucket, stored by the soda dispenser, was broken on the bottom. Food contact

surfaces shall be smooth and free of imperfections. Please dispose of bucket.
An orange, 5-gallon bucket, used to transfer ice, stored by the soda dispenser, was not labeled

as food contact. Food contact surfaces shall be safe. Please use only containers labeled made
from food-safe material.

2/7/15

2/5/15

3-304.12B

3-307.11

5-501.13A

5-205.11B

6-501.11

4-903.11A

 STORAGE AREA
A single-use cup was used as a dispensing scoop in the bag of sugar stored in the storage

area "hall." In-use utensils shall be stored so their handle is above the surface of the food.
Please use only dispensing utensils that are multi-use (to allow cleaning) and have a handle.

The bag of granulated sugar stored on the floor in the storage "hallway" was left opened at the
top. Please close container or place in a lidded container while in storage to prevent
contamination.

DRIVE-UP WINDOW/SERVICE COUNTER AREA
The trash can by the handwashing sink was broken and taped. Receptacles for waste shall be

cleanable. Please replace trash receptacle.
Ice was dumped in the handwashing sink. Handwashing sinks shall be used only for

handwashing. Please ensure employees use this sink only for handwashing.
One ceiling tile was missing and another was stained. Please paint or replace stained tile and

replace missing tile.
Two ice buckets were stored on the floor next to the soda dispenser. Please store equipment

at least six inches off floor.
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3-304.12C

3-304.14B

6-202.15A

6-501.11

6-501.114
A

5-501.113
5-501.115

DRIVE-UP WINDOW/SERVICE AREA
The ice scoop was stored on top of the soda dispenser. In-use utensils shall be stored on a

clean and sanitized surface or in a sanitized container. Please store on a surface or in a container
that is washed, rinsed, and sanitized.

Wet wiping cloths were stored on the handwashing sink and on the soda dispenser. The cloth
on the sink was soiled. Please store wet cloths in sanitizer between uses, and place in laundry
when soiled.

Daylight was observed beneath the drive-up window. Outer openings shall be sealed to
prevent pest entry. Please seal.

The wall was damaged below the drive-up window. Please repair.

OUTSIDE BUILDING
Excess equipment was observed at the back of the building. Premises shall be free of items

unnecessary to the operation or maintenance of the establishment. Please remove items and
clean area.

The lid was open to the outside trash receptacle, trash was overflowing, and trash was on the
ground. Please keep area free of litter and keep lids closed. Increase trash removal frequency if
needed to prevent overflow of trash.
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